
Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com>

Direct to Ambassador Sung Kim, Trump, Congress, Military, Interpol, FBI,
AG, CIA, Press and all others in ANY ORDER.

Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com> Tue, Oct 8, 2019 at 6:31 PM
To: FBI Atl Office <washington.field@ic.fbi.gov>, "Salvador Belaro. Congressman Free Education Bill"
<1angedukasyon@gmail.com>, "John R. Hobbs" <jhobbs@athletesoasis.com>

When will Ambassador call us back direct. He must Call Washington to assign a small group of CIA, NSA,
and military investigators who can quickly see the most horrfiic chain of evidence ever collected and turned
OVER to all law enforcement, PRESS, and literally world...
For the true value of EVOTE.ONE FOIA.one is prevention of almost ALL CRIMES committed by anyone with
automatic face recognition auto-back ground checks conducted BY our citizens using simple solutionRedDot
delivered to Military historical Sept 25, 2011

THE two attached PDF files were smuggled out and recovered by my people and myself as each person in
the 37 list VIOLATED constitutional LAWS for NOT just releasing us immediately INTO federal Protective
custody and apologizing I had been illegally arrested so so many times.

The Forged POA shows ROSE and murdered Brian Walker blanked out #3 and #4 and sold off well over $3

million usd of REAL property and billions of $$$ of intellectual property and
databases of very wealthy GOV and CORPORATE officials that was
ROSE's target this entire time.

  This now community watch program of Client3635.wix.com/CCWguard and other anti crime preventions all
at local levels.
NOw our police and military can be millionaires with our young people as they monitor everyone with open
Public TV of CCTV and eDevices that would have occurred +10 years ago based on
   CreatorKeith.SPACE pioneered Universal Stabilizer (a much longer story of TRUE reality) worth over $500
Million USD in pure profits according to Hugh ballou and Ed bogle and even berny Dohrmann of
CEOSPACE.net who are also DEAD SILENT.  Are they dead also?

How hard is it to turn over evidence of +120 persons who violate Constitution laws, commit terrorist attacks
against our very own Governments and corporations. The list of victims and murder key eye witnesses is
indeed staggering for no one has ever asked the most simple questions of :  WHY did ROSE defraud you,
Keith WON the Forsyth County Judgment 08SC-1345 Oct 2010 worth now excess of $300,000 USD anyone
see, filed IRS WB Feb2009, case 658 worth excess of $8 Million USD, was indeed the top R&D scientist (and
group) in world history, is indeed a true man of GOD witnessing to all we meet daily for now 40 years.
WHY did ROSE order you kidnapped 4 times for total of 900 days denying you ALL your rights to testify,
to speak, to hire any lawyer, to contact ANTI-TERRORIST crime groups of FBI, AG, NSA, then CIA and
Military and world leaders this entire time?

WHO murdered Cobb County Judge Fabier Sept 2011, who murdered Brian Walker who stole over $3
million USD worth of technology equipment, sold off keiths condo for $10 usd title (Jimmy DEAL norcross
GA attorney and CHRIS MORRIS of CMA Financial.com all knew these crimes were being committed and
remain DEAD SILENT) and maybe murdered by this time.

WHO is behind the worst criminal conspiracy and coverup destruction of FOIA.one evidence in USA,
maybe world history to prevent ANY cascading arrests and seizures of KEITH's very own wealth of assets 
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and MILLIONS of others victimized by cyber criminals, terrorists, and common Corp Executives too numerous
to keep relisting.

WE MUST now host ANTI CRIME PEACE rally MEETINGS with WORLD leaders on PRESS CONFERENCE
live TV (or even recorded if the leaders think they may jeopardize their own family safety. )

this WOULD have occurred back in summer 2011 , even earlier if any person of merit repute had taken
ACTION that remains true to this day.

This broadcast is written generically so world can finally understand WE and YOU both have the solutions to
obtain Global World peace with mediation help of Pastors, Popes, R&D top keynote speakers, research
analysts like IBON Sonny Africa, harry Roque, Greco Belica, DOST Futunado dela Pena and thousands of
others.

We truly detest the DEAD SILENCE of the VERY ORGANIZATIONS paid to SERVE and PROTECT our
people.

Therefore as soon as we recover percentage of our stolen assets or are finally PAID for our trillions of real
$$$ intellectual property of patents and (c) (tm) we have already asked for Sovereign ambassador
independent status so we can finally travel our world as the top Leading Key note speakers to fill up arenas
and stadiums to teach our world HOW TO PREVENT almost ALL CRIMES and inherit GOD's assets and
natural resources that GOD intended from creation day to be OWNED and controlled by all people.

WHEN will do the simple turnover on thumb drive, PC, even remote broadcast between the ONLY
requirements this entire time is ASSURANCE that ROSE is being Manhunted down, that Congressional
Investigations we called for years ago are now TOP world priorities

Keith Duncan  (63)917-335-4300 in Manila for world to contact now!
kDuncan2005@Gmail.com  SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2
#1 World Evangelist Fore-founding Father of your new world society UNIocracy.org
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of eVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE = Universal Reformation
Movement. SolutionMilitary.com ends all Terrorism, Crime, and Politics forever.
SolutionPeace.com SolutionManifesto.com remain the only KEY SOLUTIONS to all world problems.
Support and Fund BuiltByKeith.com NGO INC teams today 2019

2 attachments

EVBRose5coverStalkKidnap37List-GivetoUSMilitary-FBI-AG.pdf
2342K

EVBR00-BBKpoa-Forged2014.04.08(1).pdf
7015K
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